
  

Exxon Bulls See Long-Term Upside in Oil Major 

Ticker/Price: XOM $42 
 

Analysis: 

Exxon Mobil (XOM) more bullish trades today with opening sellers of 850 June 2021 $42.50 puts down to $7.30 
earlier and now 2,000 December $37.50 calls opening for $6.60 in stock replacements. XOM had 5,000 January $42.50 
calls bought on 7/8 and sellers in the May $37.50 puts and August $42.50 puts in late June. Energy has lagged the 
broader market recovery and XOM shares remain well below their early year highs despite rebounding about 80% from 
the March lows through June. XOM is putting in a small reversal candle today around the 50% retracement of the 
March to June rally and some momentum back above the 8- and 21-MA at $45 can set up for resumption of the short-
term trend. The $173B oil major trades 28X earnings, 0.70X sales, and 15X cash with 8.4% yield which they maintained 
in March despite a number of peers slashing them. XOM expects a big rebound in earnings power up to $3.50/share by 
FY22 as they cut costs and focus on execution in a world with lower prices for longer.  They see mid-teens recovery in 
revenues as well in both FY21 and FY22. XOM remains focused on long-term opportunities and management expected 
to be aggressive putting capital to work throughout their deep portfolio. They said in March that they’re undergoing a 
review of where to selectively invest and come out of the pandemic on stronger footing, so could see an update there on 
7-31 earnings. Analysts have an average target for shares of $55. JP Morgan cautious in June noting that downstream 
and chemicals end market risks could limit Exxon's normalized earnings power, while its upstream production goal 
could also face headwinds from timing delays and COVID-19 impacts on investment capacity. Short interest is 1.4%. 
Hedge fund ownership was flat in Q1. XOM has seen a number of insiders active into the weakness this year including 
two different $1M buys around $34-$36.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: Energy is a tough space and for the most part it’s not worth the energy when there are so many 
other opportunities right now in growth areas but XOM offers a nice yield and value if looking to play the space   

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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